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Experience affects the use of ego-motion signals
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Experience has long-term effects on perceptual appearance (Q. Haijiang, J. A. Saunders, R. W. Stone, & B. T. Backus,
2006). We asked whether experience affects the appearance of structure-from-motion stimuli when the optic ﬂow is caused
by observer ego-motion. Optic ﬂow is an ambiguous depth cue: a rotating object and its oppositely rotating, depth-inverted
dual generate similar ﬂow. However, the visual system exploits ego-motion signals to prefer the percept of an object that is
stationary over one that rotates (M. Wexler, F. Panerai, I. Lamouret, & J. Droulez, 2001). We replicated this ﬁnding and
asked whether this preference for stationarity, the “stationarity prior,” is modulated by experience. During training, two
groups of observers were exposed to objects with identical ﬂow, but that were either stationary or moving as determined by
other cues. The training caused identical test stimuli to be seen preferentially as stationary or moving by the two groups,
respectively. We then asked whether different priors can exist independently at different locations in the visual ﬁeld.
Observers were trained to see objects either as stationary or as moving at two different locations. Observers’ stationarity
bias at the two respective locations was modulated in the directions consistent with training. Thus, the utilization of
extraretinal ego-motion signals for disambiguating optic ﬂow signals can be updated as the result of experience, consistent
with the updating of a Bayesian prior for stationarity.
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Introduction
Knowledge of surroundings is essential to most organisms. This knowledge is acquired both by passive
observation of the environment and active interaction
with it. Humans often use active and passive acquisitions
in conjunction, sometimes by integrating information
from different sensory modalities. For example, the
sharpness of a pencil tip is judged both by sight and
tactile exploration. In this case, multiple senses provide
information about the same object property that may be
combined in a statistically optimal fashion (e.g. Adams,
Graf, & Ernst, 2004; Alais & Burr, 2004; Ernst & Banks,
2002). In other cases, signals from one modality are used
to interpret or disambiguate signals from another modality
rather than being averaged with them. For example,
auditory signals can disambiguate whether two disks are
seen as bouncing off or gliding past each other (Sekuler,
Sekuler, & Lau, 1997; Watanabe & Shimojo, 2001). In the
current study, we examine how ego-motion signals are
used to disambiguate visually acquired information about
3D shape, with the following question in mind: Can
learning change how ego-motion signals are used during
visual perception?
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Optic flow is the motion pattern generated within the
optic array (and thus on the retina) by relative motion
between the observer and objects in the world. Optic flow
is a potent cue to depth or 3D shape of an object (Domini
& Caudek, 2003; Koenderink, 1986; Koenderink & van
Doorn, 1975; Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny, 1980; Sperling,
Dosher, & Landy, 1990; Wallach & O’Connell, 1953).
Motion parallax is a special case of optic flow, in which
the speed of each point depends on its depth in the scene.
Thus, parallax carries information about the 3D structure of
the object. Perceptual recovery of this structure is called
structure from motion (Rogers & Graham, 1979). The
motion parallax can be generated either by observer motion
relative to a stationary object in space or by object motion
relative to a stationary observer. The optic flow in these
two cases is the same. Thresholds in structure-from-motion
displays depend only on the relative motion between
observer and object (Rogers & Graham, 1979, 1982), and
it has often been assumed that structure from motion
operates similarly for observer and object motion.
However, it was recently shown that identical optic flow
patterns are interpreted differently depending on whether
they were generated by observer or object motion
(Fantoni, Caudek, & Domini, 2010; van Boxtel, Wexler,
& Droulez, 2003; Wexler, Panerai, Lamouret, & Droulez,
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2001). An observer who uses image flow from a device
that fixates the object, such as an eye might do, will find
that the image flow is ambiguous. Absent additional depth
cues (such as stereo or relative brightness), there are two
objects that are consistent with the motion parallax. One is
the object itself and the other is the object’s depthreversed mirror image, deforming to accord with perspective cues, where the parallax was caused by the opposite
translational motion between the observer and the object.
However, when motion parallax is generated by observer
motion, the visual system prefers the percept that is
consistent with a stationary object in the allocentric frame
of reference. This disambiguation can be achieved using
extraretinal signals generated during ego-motion (Wexler,
Panerai et al., 2001) together with an assumption, presumably based on experience, that objects are likely to be
stationary in the world (neither translating nor rotating
relative to the local environment). The ego-motion signals
specify the translation of the observer relative to the (nontranslating) object. After this motion is known, one of the
two structure-from-motion interpretations is an object that
does not rotate relative to the world, while the other is a
depth-reversed object with an angular velocity relative to the
world that is twice the rate of change in the angle of regard to
the object.1 At this point, the perceptual system can exert
its preference for the non-rotating object.
The human visual system presumably draws on experience to interpret complex and/or ambiguous signals.
Sensory signals contain measurement noise, and even
noise-free signals could be consistent with multiple
interpretations of the world (Helmholtz, 1910/1925). The
perceptual system can rely on prior experience to choose
between the possible perceptual constructs (Haijiang,
Saunders, Stone, & Backus, 2006; Sinha & Poggio,
1996). The influence of pre-existing (prior) belief on
perception, measured as a perceptual bias, has often been
studied in a Bayesian framework (e.g., Kersten, Mamassian,
& Yuille, 2004; Langer & Bulthoff, 2001; van Ee, Adams,
& Mamassian, 2003; Weiss, Simoncelli, & Adelson,
2002), and it is reasonable to suppose that experience
contributes to this belief. In this framework, priors based
on previous experience are combined with the cues present
in the current sensory input to arrive at a percept.
Knowledge of environmental statistics is important for
interpreting sensory input; for example, implicit knowledge that light usually comes from above is used during
the perceptual recovery of 3D object shapes from shading
cues (Sun & Perona, 1998).
The light-from-above prior can be modified by experience (Adams et al., 2004), as can certain prior “beliefs”
that the perceptual system has about shape (Champion &
Adams, 2007; Sinha & Poggio, 1996). Prior belief about
the appropriate weighting for different visual cues can also
be modified, after experience of different cue reliabilities
during experimental training (Ernst, Banks, & Bulthoff,
2000; Jacobs & Fine, 1999; Knill, 2007). Our question
therefore is whether the perceptual system’s prior belief
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about an object’s stationarity, the “stationarity prior” (Wexler,
Lamouret, & Droulez, 2001), is fixed or can be modulated
based on experience. This question was raised by
Wallach, Stanton, and Becker (1974), who believed that
it was impossible to demonstrate such a modulation and it
has remained unanswered since. The stationarity prior is
an interesting case, insofar as it determines the utilization
of ego-motion signals for interpreting motion parallax
signals. Modulation of this prior would affect a computation in which two independent measures of different
physical properties (ego-motion, from extraretinal signals,
and optic flow, from retinal signals) are combined across
sensory modalities to estimate the 3D structure of an object.
A second objective of the current study was to determine
whether more than one stationarity prior can be learned for
different locations in the visual field. Different stable
biases for other perceptual ambiguities can simultaneously
exist at different locations in the visual field (Backus &
Haijiang, 2007; Carter & Cavanagh, 2007; Harrison &
Backus, 2010a). To the extent that different neural
machinery resolves the ambiguity at different locations
within the visual field, separate stationarity biases might in
fact be trainable at different locations. If different priors can
be learned at different locations, it would mean that some or
all of the learning occurs at a level within the visual system
that has access to spatial location. Our design does not
distinguish learning of this location-specific bias in a
retinotopic frame of reference from learning in an allocentric frame of reference.
We conducted three experiments to examine the effect
of training on the stationarity prior. The first experiment
replicated the study of Wexler, Panerai et al. (2001). The
second experiment tested whether the stationarity prior is
updated in response to a change in environmental
statistics: we manipulated the frequency of object stationarity during training and measured whether this caused
differences in perceptual bias. In the third experiment, we
examined whether the prior is expressed as a single
uniform bias across the whole visual field or if different
priors can be learned at different locations in the visual
field respectively.

General methods
Observers
Forty-two observers participated in the study: six in
Experiment 1, seventeen in Experiment 2, and nineteen in
Experiment 3. The data from five observers, three from
Experiment 3 and one each from Experiments 1 and 2,
were discarded because they could not perform the task.
All observers were naive to the purposes of the experiments. The experiments were conducted in compliance
with the standards set by the IRB at SUNY State College
of Optometry. Observers gave their informed consent
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prior to their inclusion in the study and were paid for their
participation. All observers had normal or corrected-tonormal vision.

Apparatus
The experiments were implemented on a Dell Precision
3400 computer (Windows platform) using the Pythonbased virtual reality toolkit Vizard 3.0 (WorldViz LLC,
Santa Barbara, CA, USA). Visual stimuli were backprojected on a screen (2.4 m  1.8 m) using a Christie
Mirage S+ 4K projector. The display refresh rate was fixed
at 120 Hz and the screen resolution was 1024  768 pixels.
Head position was tracked using Hiball-3100 (3rdTech
Durham, NC, USA) wide-area precision tracker. The head
tracker monitored observers’ head positions and provided
the head coordinates at a minimum rate of 1400 Hz to the
computer used to generate the stimuli. Sensor location
(x, y, z) was correct to within 1 mm, with similar trial-totrial precision; orientation (3 DOF) was correct to within
1 deg. The tracker itself had a latency of less than 1 ms; the
computer and display were updated 30–35 ms after a head
movement, as measured using a high-speed (1000 Hz)
video camera. The stimuli on the screen were updated
based on the head position of the observer. Observers were
seated at a distance of 2 m from the projection screen and
wore an eye patch so as to view stimuli monocularly using
their dominant eye.

Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of a planar grid with the slant fixed at
45-, similar to the one used by Wexler, Panerai et al.

3

(2001). The tilt of the grid was varied randomly between
trials. Slant is defined as the angle between the surface
normal and the horizontal line of sight to that surface. It is
the angle between the surface and the frontoparallel plane.
Tilt is given by the angle of the projected surface normal
in the frontoparallel plane. Observer’s task was to report
the tilt of the grid using a gauge figure. The gauge figure
was made up of a disk with a pointer needle normal to the
surface of the disk. The disk was 10 cm in radius and the
pointer needle was 20 cm in length for Experiments 1 and 2.
The corresponding dimensions were halved to 5 cm and
10 cm, respectively, for Experiment 3. The disk had a
slant of 45- and observers could turn the disk and orient
the pointer needle to match the perceived tilt of the grid.
The grid was derived from a 10  10 array of squares.
Each square had a side length of 5 cm in Experiments 1
and 2. The side length was halved to 2.5 cm for
Experiment 3. Thus, the grid subtended a visual angle of
20- in the first two experiments and a visual angle of 10in Experiment 3.
The grid stimuli were presented in two configurations,
no-conflict stimulus configuration and conflict stimulus
configuration (Figure 1). In Experiment 1, the object was
always simulated as stationary, although sometimes it was
perceived to move. In Experiments 2 and 3, the object was
simulated as stationary on some trials and rotating on
other trials. The no-conflict stimulus was constructed as
described above. It had a 45- slant and a random tilt. In
the conflict configuration, the stimulus was constructed by
performing a perspective projection (approximately orthographic in Experiment 3, explained later) of the no-conflict
stimulus onto a plane passing through the center of the grid.
That plane had the same slant, but the tilt differed from the
no-conflict tilt by a fixed angle (45, 90, 135, or 180 deg in
Experiment 1; 180 deg in Experiments 2 and 3).
Observers viewing this stimulus could in principle perceive

Figure 1. Stimuli used in the experiments. (A) Conﬂict stimulus: Virtual object is irregular with an upward tilt. The perspective cues signal a
downward tilt while the optic ﬂow cues (under ego-motion with stationarity) signal an upward tilt. (B) No-conﬂict stimulus: Perspective and
optic ﬂow both signal a downward tilt.
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either of the two (opposite) tilts that were consistent with
motion parallax, or the tilt specified by perspective, or
something intermediate. If they used parallax to recover
tilt, they would be expected to perceive a rigid object that
was irregular in construct (a distorted grid). If they used
perspective, they would perceive a more regular grid object
that was non-rigid due to motion cues (see Wexler, Panerai
et al., 2001). In the special case of 180-deg conflict,
perspective agrees with the dual of the actual object so an
apparently no-conflict object could perceived; however, if
the actual object were simulated to be stationary, this dual
would be seen to rotate, and vice versa (as occurs in the
hollow mask illusion, e.g., Papathomas & Bono, 2004).
On any given trial in Experiment 1, only ten squares
from the grid (randomly selected) were made visible to
the observer, for consistency with the study by Wexler,
Panerai et al. (2001). We did this to reduce the strength of
perspective cues by avoiding presenting long converging
lines while still giving an impression of a surface. Further,
with only a few squares visible the irregularity of the grid
was probably less noticeable when observers extracted the
shape using motion cues (in conflict with perspective cues).
In Experiments 2 and 3, an additional eight squares were
also made visible. The eight squares were chosen such that
the four corner squares and one of two squares adjacent to
each corner square were also made visible. This was done
to ensure that the stimuli subtended the same visual angle
on every trial irrespective of the squares chosen.

4

perspective) should be in the direction of the stationary
surface’s slant, rather than that of the dual (180 deg
away). Second, the observer’s percept should be based
more on parallax, and less on perspective, when the
parallax is caused by ego-motion than if the same visual
stimulus is presented to the passive observer.
Under the current experimental procedure, when
observers estimated the stimulus tilt based on parallax,
they presumably perceived a rigid but non-regular object
(with veridical tilt or inverted tilt), but when they computed
the stimulus tilt based on perspective, they perceived a
more regular object that deformed non-rigidly. This was
true both when the optic flow was generated by observer
motion (active trials) and object motion (passive trials).
Critically, however, on active trials the simulated object
when perceived based on parallax cues was also stationary
in an allocentric frame of reference when perceived with
veridical tilt, unlike when it was perceived based on
perspective cues or based on parallax cues but with
inverted tilt. Therefore, the rigidity assumption would
predict more parallax-based responses than perspectivebased responses on both active and passive trials. In
summary, if the human perceptual system relies on the
stationarity assumption over and above the rigidity
assumption we should observe a stronger preference for
parallax during active trials as compared to passive trials
together with fewer inverted responses on active trials.

Experimental procedure

Experiment 1—Structure
from motion and ego-motion
Experiment 1 replicated the apparent tilt experiment of
Wexler, Panerai et al. (2001). In this experiment,
perspective cues that specified surface tilt were put into
conflict with motion parallax cues, in order to examine the
effect of ego-motion signals on the use of parallax. The
conflict between the tilts specified by parallax and
perspective was randomly chosen from 45, 90, 135, or
180 degrees. On any given trial, the tilt for one
interpretation of the parallax signal differed from the dual
interpretation by 180 deg. Thus, a conflict of 45 deg
between perspective and one parallax interpretation was
also a conflict of 225 deg (or j135 deg) between
perspective and the dual parallax interpretation.
The apparent tilt of the depicted surface revealed how
much weight the observer gave to parallax, and whether
they preferred the stationary interpretation. If apparent tilt
agrees with the stationary interpretation, then ego-motion
signals are used to construct object appearance and we
then predict two things. First, since observers prefer the
stationary interpretation of the parallax cue, the biasing
effect of parallax (away from slant as specified by
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The experimental procedure was similar to that of
Wexler, Panerai et al. (2001). The experiment consisted of
two kinds of trials, active trials and passive trials. On
active trials, observers swayed from side to side as they
viewed the stimulus to generate motion parallax. The
stimulus presented on the screen was a perspective
projection of the slanted planar grid (defined above)
computed based on the observer’s current eye location
(the eye’s orientation at that location being irrelevant).
The sensor was located at the top of the helmet, so eye
position was computed by adding a fixed displacement
vector (measured for one adult) to the sensor’s current
position. Eye locations in (x, y, z) coordinates were
tracked during each active trial to record the observers’
viewpoints and were then used to generate passive trials.
During passive trials, observers were instructed to remain
stationary but viewed the same optic flow as on one of the
active trials. Optic flow on passive trials did not replicate
the stimulus on the display screen but rather the flow as
measured at the eye (i.e., it was dynamically recomputed
to be correct for current eye location within the room).
Hence, a difference between active and passive trials was
the extraretinal signals about ego-motion; the optic array
was kept constant (as was retinal input, assuming accurate
fixation). Observers were instructed to fixate on a red dot
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presented at the center of the grid during the entire trial
and fixation was not otherwise monitored.
A beep sound was played at the beginning of each active
trial, indicating to the observer to start their movement
cycle. Observers were asked to move their head laterally
starting from upright position to the left until they heard a
beep sound and then to the right until they heard another
beep sound and back to the center two times. The beep was
played when the observers’ head deviated from the upright
position by 20 cm, thus controlling the amplitude of head
movement. To prevent observers from seeing the grid while
stationary, the stimulus appeared on the screen after the first
half-cycle of movement (center to left and back to the
center). Observers were instructed to move their head using
their torso and to minimize head tilts, which minimized the
curl component of the optic flow (Koenderink, 1986) that
does not provide information about the 3D structure. They
were also instructed to keep their motion as smooth and as
continuous as possible. The grid was centered in front of
the eye. It disappeared after the observer completed the
two movement cycles (simulated movements on passive
trials) and the gauge figure was then presented on the
screen. Observers rotated the gauge figure (about the line
of sight) by pressing either of two keys until the pointer
needle was aligned with the remembered perceived tilt of
the grid.
On any given trial, active or passive, the stimulus could
be presented in either of the two configurations (conflict or
no conflict). The conflict tilt ($T) was chosen pseudorandomly and could take any one of five values (0-, 45-,
90-, 135-, 180-). A $T of 0- conflict corresponded to
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no-conflict stimulus configuration. Active and passive
trials were presented in alternate blocks of 50 trials each.
Observers participated in eight blocks (four blocks each of
active and passive trials), spread over two sessions. Each
session took approximately 1 h.

Results
Figure 2 shows the histogram of reported tilts relative to
the parallax-defined tilt for all observers. Hence, reported
tilts with a value of 0- correspond to the responses based
on the tilt defined by motion cues under stationary
interpretation, while reported tilts with a value equal to
$T (45-, 90-, 135-, 180-) correspond to the responses
based on the tilt defined by perspective cues. With these
large conflicts, it would not be surprising if the perceptual
outcome on each trial were one of the two possible tilts
rather than an average (Landy, Maloney, Johnston, &
Young, 1995). The bimodal nature of the distributions is
clearly evident in the histograms (and in individual data).
We classified the responses that were T22.5- from 0and 180- as “parallax” responses. The proportion of trials
based on parallax includes both the trials when the
simulated tilt was perceived as well as the trials when
the opposite tilt was perceived. The responses that were
within T22.5- of $T were classified as “perspective”
responses. For $T of 0- and 180-, it is not possible to
classify responses as parallax and perspective responses,
so we have excluded them from the data analysis. We
conducted a three-way repeated measures ANOVA with

Figure 2. Histograms show the proportion of trials as a function of reported tilt for different values of $T. The top row corresponds to active
trials and the bottom row corresponds to passive trials. Response tilt = 0- and 180- corresponds to motion cue-deﬁned tilts while response
tilt = $T corresponds to perspective cue-deﬁned tilt. Data replicate of those of Wexler, Panerai et al. (2001).
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proportion of trials as the dependent measure and trial
type (active or passive), response type (parallax cue based
or perspective cue based), and tilt conflict as independent
variables (Wexler, Panerai et al., 2001). We observed a
significant effect of the response type (F(1,9) = 13.361,
p ¡ 0.001): overall, observers’ responses were based on
parallax more often than perspective. There was also a
significant effect of tilt conflict (F(2,18) = 25.66, p ¡
0.001); Figure 2 shows that for tilt conflict = 45-, the
peaks of the two distributions are merged, leading to
higher proportions for both type of responses. Post-hoc
analysis revealed that the proportions were significantly
higher for conflict tilt = 45-, but there was no difference
for the other two conflicts.
The most important result was a significant interaction
(F(2,18) = 9.49, p G 0.01) between response type (parallax
cue based or perspective cue based) and trial type (active
or passive). Observers perceived the stimulus based on
parallax (i.e., in conflict with perspective) more often
during active trials than during passive trials. A further
analysis also revealed that among the parallax responses,
there were fewer inverted responses for active trials
(F(1,18) = 40.26, p ¡ 0.001). This preference for parallax
during active trials as compared to passive trials together
with fewer inverted responses on active trials implies a
preference for a percept that is consistent with an object
that is stationary (i.e., not rotating) in the allocentric frame
of reference, as previously reported by Wexler, Panerai
et al. (2001). In Experiments 2 and 3, we examined whether
this stationarity bias can be modulated by experience.

Experiment 2—Stationarity bias
modulation
Procedure
The stimuli used in this experiment were the same as
the stimuli used in Experiment 1, except that all trials
were active, grids comprised 18 rather than 10 squares,
and only two values of $T were used (0- and 180-). The
two values of $T corresponded to “training trials” and
“test trials,” respectively. Thus, training trials had the
no-conflict configuration, with perspective and parallax
specifying the same tilt. Additionally, on training trials
only (i.e., to prevent duals from being perceived), we
added a luminance cue to the grid, such that the luminance
of the grid’s edges covaried with simulated distance from
the observer (Movie 1). Across 50 cm of depth (25 cm on
either side of the display screen), edge luminance
decreased by a factor of two. This “proximity-luminance
covariance” is a potent cue for depth (Dosher, Sperling, &
Wurst, 1986; Schwartz & Sperling, 1983) and provided us
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with a better control over observers’ percepts on training
trials. Two groups of observers (eight in each group) were
presented with different types of training trials. One group
saw “Moving” stimuli and the other saw “Stationary”
stimuli. “Moving” stimuli were constructed by rotating the
planar grid contingent on observer motion. The grid was
rotated in space about its vertical axis, so as always to
have an angular position equal to twice the angle defined
by observers’ current line of sight (relative to their line of
sight at the start of the trial). The perceived motion of the
grid in this stimulus mimics the perceived motion on
active trials in Experiment 1, when observers perceived
the grid to be inverted (see Footnote 1). “Stationary”
stimuli were constructed exactly the same way but without
rotation in space. Test trials were identical to stimuli in
Experiment 1 with $T = 180- (Movie 1) and contained no
luminance-gradient cues. Therefore, on a given test trial,
observers could perceive either a distorted stationary grid
(with the simulated tilt) or its rotating regular-shaped dual
(with opposite tilt). The task of the observer was to report
the perceived tilt that was perceptually coupled (Hochberg
& Peterson, 1987) to the apparent rotation of the grid,
because duals have both reversed depth and reversed
rotation. Hence, the perceived rotation could be discerned
from the reported tilt, thus allowing observers to report the
grid’s apparent rotation indirectly, without knowing that
rotation was actually the dependent variable of interest.
Observers ran four blocks of 60 trials each. The first
blocks contained only training trials, while the next three
blocks contained an equal mix of test and training trials
presented pseudo-randomly. The session lasted approximately an hour. As in Experiment 1, observers reported
the perceived tilt of the grid using a gauge figure.

Results
Figure 3 shows the histogram of perceived tilts for all
observers. Responses are plotted such that a perceived tilt
of 0- implies that the grid was perceived as stationary,
while 180- implies that it was perceived as rotating. The
top and bottom rows represent training and test trials,
respectively, while columns represent the two training
groups. The responses on training trials (top row) are
predominantly near 180- for “Moving” stimuli and 0- for
“Stationary” stimuli, which shows that luminance and
perspective were effective for determining observers’
percepts on training trials.
These data are summarized in Figure 4 using the
Stationarity Preference Index (SPI), defined as the
normalized difference between the proportion of trials on
which the stimulus was perceived as stationary and the
proportion of trials on which the stimulus was perceived
as moving (SPI = (PS j PM)/(PS + PM)), for training and
test trials. Responses between j22.5 and +22.5 deg were
classified as stationary percepts while responses less than
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Figure 3. Histograms show the proportion of trials as a function of perceived tilt for all observers. A response of 0- implies that observers
perceived the grid as stationary, while a value of 180- implies that observers perceived the grid to be rotating. The top and bottom rows
represent training and test trials, respectively, while the columns represent the two training groups pooled across all blocks and observers.

22.5- from 180- were classified as moving percepts. SPI is
close to 1 for “Stationary” training trials and close to j1
for “Moving” training trials, showing again that we were
able to control observers’ percepts. A two-way ANOVA

with training condition (Moving or Stationary) and block
number as factors revealed a highly significant effect of
training condition for training trials (F(1,7) = 3275, p ¡
0.0001), as expected.

Figure 4. The normalized difference between the proportion of trials on which the stimulus was perceived as stationary and the proportion
of trials on which the stimulus was perceived as moving SPI = (PS j PM)/(PS + PM), for training and test trials.
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Our primary interest was whether the training condition
affected the appearance of test trials. The effect of training
was highly significant (F(1,7) = 18.36, p G 0.001). The
group trained with Stationary stimuli perceived the
ambiguous test stimuli as stationary more often than did
the group trained with Moving stimuli. There was no
effect of block number, nor any significant interaction
between the two factors, which suggests that observers’
bias was updated fairly quickly to its final value.
The effect of training on the appearance of test trials can
also be quantified using a z-score measure (Backus, 2009;
Dosher et al., 1986). For this analysis, responses between
j90 and +90 deg were classified as stationary and the
proportion of stationary responses was converted to z-score
(using the inverse cumulative normal transformation, i.e.,
probit). The mean z-score for the group trained on
Stationary stimuli was j0.39 (bootstrapped 95% CI
[j0.62 j0.25]), while the mean z-score for the group
trained on Moving stimuli was j1.42 (bootstrapped 95%
CI [j1.65 j1.28]). Thus, the differential effect of training
was approximately 1 normal equivalent deviation.
For test trials, SPI was close to zero for the group that
was trained to see the grid as stationary and negative for
the group that was trained to see the grid as moving,
which might seem at odds with the stationarity bias on
first glance. That is not the case. The stimuli used in
Experiment 2 were different from stimuli used in Experiment 1 in two critical aspects. First, the number of visible
squares in Experiment 2 (18 squares) was nearly twice the
number in Experiment 1 (10 squares). This difference
should have made linear perspective cues more effective
owing to increased square density and longer straight
lines. Second, since all corner squares were visible during
Experiment 2, relative size was more reliable as a depth
cue. These two factors would have increased observers’
reliance on perspective cues and hence caused the stimulus
to be seen more often as moving in Experiment 2 as
compared to Experiment 1.

Experiment 3—Independent
biases across visual field
Experiment 3 was designed to determine whether the
prior is expressed as a single uniform bias across the visual
field or if different priors can be learned, and can operate at
different locations in the visual field simultaneously.

Stimuli
The stimuli were constructed in a similar manner as in
Experiment 2 with three modifications. All stimuli were
half the size (visual angle 10.1-); they were presented at
7.5- above or 7.5- below fixation; and test trial stimuli
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were constructed using orthographic projection in order to
make the two perceived forms more equally likely (by
eliminating the influence of perspective cues, as compared
to Experiment 2). Training trials were constructed as in
Experiment 2 and contained perspective cues. Again,
luminance-proximity covariance was added as a cue to
control observers’ percept on training trials.

Procedure
We collected data from 16 observers; eight of them
were trained to see the grid as moving when it appeared
above fixation and as stationary when it appeared below
fixation, while the other eight were trained with reverse
contingency. Observers ran four blocks of 60 trials each.
The first block contained only training trials while the
next three contained an equal mix of test and training
trials presented pseudo-randomly. Observers were instructed
to fixate at the center of the screen while performing head
movements. A fixation square was presented to aid fixation.
On any given trial, the stimulus was presented at one
location (either above or below fixation) followed by the
gauge figure at the same location as the grid. The gauge
figure was presented after the observer completed the
movement cycle.

Results
Figure 5 shows the histogram of perceived tilts for all
observers. The response tilts are plotted such that a value
of 0- implies that the observers perceived the grid as
stationary, while a value of 180- implies that observers’
perceived the grid as moving. The top and bottom rows
represent training and test trials, respectively, while the
columns represent the two types of training.
The data are summarized in Figure 6 using the SPI. We
collapsed the data across blocks, as SPI did not vary
between blocks either for test or training trials. The left
panel shows the data averaged across all observers, the
center panel shows data averaged across observers that
were trained to see objects above fixation as moving,
while the right panel shows data averaged across
observers that were trained to see objects above fixation
as stationary. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA
with location of trained as moving and training as the
factors revealed a significant effect of training for both
training trials (F(1,28) = 73.79, p ¡ 0.0001) and test
trials (F(1,28) = 6.71, p G 0.05). There was also a
significant interaction between the two factors for test
trials only (F(1,28) = 5.83, p G 0.05). The group that was
trained with Moving trials above fixation showed a larger
effect of location (on the proportion of test trials seen as
moving) than did the group that was trained with Moving
trials below fixation.
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Figure 5. Histograms show the proportion of trials as a function of perceived tilt for all observers. A tilt response of 0- implies that the grid
was perceived as stationary, while a response of 180- implies that the grid was perceived as moving. The top and bottom rows represent
training and test trials, respectively, while the columns represent the two training types pooled across all observers and all blocks.

Figure 6. The normalized difference between the proportion of trials on which the stimulus was perceived as stationary and the proportion
of trials on which the stimulus was perceived as moving SPI = (PS j PM)/(PS + PM), for training and test trials. The left panel shows the
data averaged across all observers, the center panel shows the data averaged across observers who were trained to see objects above
ﬁxation as moving, while the right panel shows the data averaged across observers who were trained to see objects above ﬁxation as
stationary.
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To quantify the effect of training, we converted the
proportion of trials perceived as stationary for both
locations to z-scores (Backus, 2009; Dosher et al., 1986)
and computed the difference (z-diff measure). The mean
z-diff measure averaged across all observers was 0.72
(bootstrapped 95% CI [0.48 1.00]). The mean z-diff
measure for observers who were trained with a moving
grid above fixation was 1.28 (bootstrapped 95% CI [0.95
1.70]) while the z-diff measure for observers who were
trained with a moving grid below fixation was 0.17
(bootstrapped 95% CI [j0.11 0.47]).
It is worth pointing out that luminance and perspective
depth cues were not as effective in determining the
percept on training trials in the current experiment as
they were in Experiment 2. This is a predicted consequence of using smaller stimuli, because perspective cues
depend on variation in size across the field of view and are
therefore more difficult to measure in small stimuli, while
the ratio of luminance from near to far was only half that
of Experiment 2 (because the same distance-based rule
was used for proximity-luminance covariance). These
cues were partially effective but did not completely
overcome observers’ pre-existing bias to see objects as
stationary: observers perceived stationary training trials as
stationary most of the time but perceived moving training
trials as moving only 50% of the time. Even so, training
induced a differential preference for stationarity on
ambiguous test trials. Further, as predicted by the
stationarity hypothesis (Wexler, Lamouret et al., 2001),
observers perceived the ambiguous test trials as stationary
more often than moving. Hence, our manipulation to
reduce the strength of perspective cues reinstated the
stationarity bias that was not observed in Experiment 2
due to the presence of strong perspective and relative size
cues. Thus, the only factors that should have affected the
perceptual decision on a given trial were the stationarity
bias and (unmodeled) decision noise. We discuss the
difference between the two groups in this experiment in
the General discussion section, below.

General discussion
In Experiment 1, we replicated Wexler, Panerai et al.
(2001) finding that the perceptual interpretation of optic
flow generated by observer motion favors objects that are
stationary in the allocentric frame of reference. We
showed that this stationarity bias could be modulated by
experience in Experiment 2. Observers were trained to see
objects either as moving or as stationary using disambiguating depth cues. After differential training, two groups
of observers showed a differential preference that was
consistent with training. In Experiment 3, we showed that
different biases could be learned by the same observer at
different locations in the visual field.
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The data from Experiment 1 confirm that the human
perceptual system uses extraretinal ego-motion signals to
resolve ambiguous optic flow signals. A given optic flow
signal was more often perceived as originating from a
stationary object than a rotating one, when ego-motion
signals were available to disambiguate it. Thus, the human
perceptual system has a bias that favors stationary objects
in the allocentric frame of reference. It has been argued
that this preference results from prior experience: it is
reasonable to assume that most optic flows are generated
by observer motion relative to stationary objects in the
physical world (Wexler, Lamouret et al., 2001). In
Bayesian terms, where appearance of the object is understood to manifest the system’s belief about the world,
observers behaved as though they have a prior belief that
objects are more likely to be stationary than rotating. This
prior is presumably a reflection of the environmental
statistics. This stationarity prior can be seen as analogous to
the “slowness” prior (Weiss & Adelson, 1998; Weiss et al.,
2002) used to explain the perceived speeds of low contrast
stimuli. Weiss et al. (2002) argued that slow motions are
more frequent than faster ones, and that an ideal observer
should exploit this fact, in which case low contrast stimuli
would be expected to have lower apparent speed than high
contrast stimuli. Freeman, Champion, and Warren (2010)
have also used the slowness prior to explain various
motion illusions observed under smooth pursuit eye
movements. The “slowness” prior describes a distribution
of retinal motions with a peak at zero; analogously, the
preference for 3D stationarity observed here and in
previous studies (Wexler, Panerai et al., 2001) would
presumably describe a distribution of object angular
velocities in the allocentric frame of reference that peaks
at zero. A prior for 3D object motion is presumably more
complex than for 2D retinal motion and might take
context into account in various ways (whether the
observer is moving, whether the object is attached to the
ground, and so on).
In Experiment 2, we examined whether the stationarity
prior can be modified by altering the environmental
statistics in short (1 h) training sessions. The observers’
preference for stationarity was modulated in the direction
consistent with training. The group that was trained with
moving stimuli perceived the ambiguous test stimuli as
moving more often than the group that was trained with
stationary stimuli. This result adds to an accumulating
literature in support of the view that experience affects
how we perceive the world, even into adulthood (Flanagan,
Bittner, & Johansson, 2008; Haijiang et al., 2006). The
neural mechanisms that implement this learning might or
might not represent the stationarity prior explicitly. Thus,
one possibility is that training directly altered a mechanism
that utilizes ego-motion signals to interpret optic flow
signals; in the absence of optic flow, no representation of
the stationarity prior would exist in the brain. A second
possibility is that a module that combines optic flow signals
with ego-motion signals represents both possible interpre-
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tations simultaneously, with the preference being expressed
at a decision stage after the prior for stationarity is taken
into account. Our data are consistent with either of these
accounts; they show that computationally there was an
effective change in the stationarity prior, but they do not
provide a means of distinguishing which class of neural
mechanisms or representations are responsible.
Other studies have shown a change in the interpretation
of signals after training (Adams et al., 2004; Champion &
Adams, 2007; Jacobs & Fine, 1999; Sinha & Poggio,
1996), but they did not utilize multiple perceptual signals.
Adams et al. (2004) show that the light-from-above prior
is modified after training in a shape-from-shading task so
that shape-from-shading cues were interpreted differently.
In this case, the shading cue is the only perceptual signal.
Similarly, Sinha and Poggio (1996) showed that objects
selected from a pre-exposed training set were less likely to
be perceived as non-rigid compared to objects that were
novel in a structure-from-motion task. The rigidity
assumption was modulated in their experiments just like
the stationarity assumption was modulated in our experiments. Our results extend the two findings mentioned
above. The human perceptual system can learn not only to
combine arbitrary signals and learn novel meanings for a
signal but can also learn to change how it behaves when
integrating information from two signals from different
sensory modalities (here, retinal and non-retinal). Our
results are also analogous to those observed by Haarmeier,
Bunjes, Lindner, Berret, and Thier (2001) who also
showed that the perception of stability during eye movements can be modulated by experience. Tcheang, Gilson, and
Glennerster (2005) also described a drift in bias for stability/
stationarity after observers had been exposed to rotating
stimuli; however, they did not measure the drift explicitly.
In Experiment 3, observers showed a differential bias
for stationarity between two different locations that was
consistent with the training after exposure to moving
stimuli above fixation and stationary stimuli below
fixation (or vice versa) during training. In other words,
location of the stimuli was recruited as a cue (Backus &
Haijiang, 2007; Haijiang et al., 2006) to affect the
interpretation of optic flow signals. The current experimental set-up cannot distinguish between retinotopic
learning and learning in allocentric frame of reference,
i.e., whether the stationarity prior was modulated at
different retinotopic locations or at different locations in the
world. A great deal of perceptual learning occurs in
retinotopic coordinates (Backus & Haijiang, 2007; Harrison
& Backus, 2010a; Sagi & Tanne, 1994). However, the fact
that the human perceptual system prefers the percept that is
most consistent with a stationary object in allocentric frame
of reference implies that it has access to it. Recent
electrophysiological studies have shown that neurons with
allocentric properties exist in the human brain (Zaehle et al.,
2007) and that there are place cells in human hippocampus
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(Ekstrom et al., 2003). Studies involving infants have
shown that immediately after the infants learn to crawl they
become more adept at using visual information (optic flow)
for posture control compared to infants of similar age who
are yet to learn crawling (Higgins, Campos, & Kermoian,
1996). Locomotion also assists in the development of
allocentric spatial maps (Bai & Bertenthal, 1992). Therefore, signals needed to instantiate a preference for
stationarity are present in the visual system.
We also found in Experiment 3 that learning was
apparently stronger when objects above fixation were
trained as moving, and objects below fixation were trained
as stationary, as compared to the case when the association was reversed. Why might that have been the case?
We see two plausible explanations. First, observers could
have started the experiment with equal bias to perceive
objects as stationary at both locations. In that case,
learning must have occurred only in the group that was
trained on moving stimuli above fixation. Alternatively,
the perceptual system might have a stronger pre-existing
bias to perceive objects as stationary in the lower visual
field than it does in the upper visual field. In that case, the
effect of training was to diminish the difference in bias in
one case (when objects above fixation were trained as
stationary) and to enhance it in the other case (when
objects above fixation were trained as moving). This
explanation is plausibly rooted in the statistics of natural
scenes; objects in the lower visual field might more often
be rigidly attached to the ground, for example. The data
from test trials are consistent with either hypothesis.
The magnitude of the effects we measured here were
smaller than many effects observed previously (Haijiang
et al., 2006; Harrison & Backus, 2010a, 2010b), which
were an order of magnitude larger when expressed in
z-score units (or normal equivalent deviations). It is not
surprising, however, that very different types of prior
belief would be learned at different rates, especially when
effect sizes are in units of standard deviations in decision
noise for these rather different types of dichotomous
perceptual decisions. The key difference between the
studies mentioned above that observed strong learning
and the current study is in the frame of reference in which
the learning occurred. In previous studies, learning
occurred as well as manifested itself in retinotopic frame
of reference (Harrison & Backus, 2010a), while in our
study, even though it is not clear whether the learning
occurred in retinotopic or in allocentric frame of reference,
it was manifested in the allocentric frame of reference. It is
possible that due to the retinotopic organization of the early
visual system, retinotopic location is privileged and
retinotopic location contingent biases are more strongly
learnt. Indeed, learning is weaker for signals other than
retinotopic location such as translation direction (Haijiang
et al., 2006) or vertical disparity (Di Luca, Ernst, &
Backus, 2010).
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In our experiments, observers made voluntary movements that generated ego-motion and the resulting optic
flow. It would be interesting to explore whether similar
results are obtained when observers are moved using
external force. If so, such a scenario would suggest the
involvement of a system that passively measures egomotion, like the vestibular system. There is some experimental evidence (Nadler, Nawrot, Angelaki, & DeAngelis,
2009; Nawrot, 2003) that the visual system uses the slow
optokinetic response signal in conjunction with the translational vestibular ocular response to disambiguate optic
flow signals generated by ego-motion. A failure to observe
similar findings during passive locomotion would suggest
that the efference copy of the ego-motion signal is utilized
to interpret retinal optic flow. Recent studies have shown
that activity in place cells in monkeys (Foster, Castro, &
McNaughton, 1989; Nishijo, Ono, Eifuku, & Tamura,
1997) and rats (Song, Kim, Kim, & Jung, 2005) and head
direction cells in rats (Stackman, Golob, Bassett, &
Taube, 2003; Zugaro, Tabuchi, Fouquier, Berthoz, &
Wiener, 2001) is reduced during passive ego-motion as
compared to active ego-motion. One might therefore
predict a stronger stationarity bias for active ego-motion.
Indeed, Wexler (2003) showed that the stationarity prior is
weakened when there is a mismatch between observer
motion and motor command.
In summary, our results add to a short but growing list
of demonstrated cases wherein experience affects appearance. The human perceptual system modulates its utilization of extraretinal ego-motion signals in conjunction with
optic flow signals, based on environmental statistics.
Moreover, this modulation can occur independently at
two separate locations in the visual field. This modulation
may best be conceived as an experience-dependent change
in a Bayesian prior for object stationarity during egomotion. Further experiments are required to determine the
neural correlates, retinotopicity, and longevity of this
learning.
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Footnote
1

To understand why the dual of the stationary object
rotates (in the world) by twice the observer’s change in
viewing direction, consider what the observer sees as he
or she fixates the object. The stationary object creates a
pattern of flow within the retinal image that is due to
relative rotation between the observer and the object. The
depth-inverted dual will create the same retinal flow if and
only if it rotates by the same amount in the opposite
direction relative to the observer. Thus, if the observer’s
angle of regard (relative to the room) rotates by E deg as
he or she moves (while fixating the object), then, assuming
orthographic projection, his or her retinal images could
equally have been created, during the same self-motion,
by the dual as it rotates through 2E deg.
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